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Theatrical and Self-Conscious
Metaphor in Modern Realism:





1 Re-matching Ernest Hemingway and Morley Callaghan is a fraught endeavour. Their
infamous boxing match in Paris in June, 1929, when Hemingway was reportedly bested
by  his  kindred  spirit  and  former  colleague  from  the  Toronto  Star,  can  still  affect
interpretations of both writers and their work—interpretations that could emphasize
the muscular masculinity of their personas to the detriment of other aspects. Much
more fraught, however, is to follow John Metcalf’s “Winner Take All” (1993), a scathing
rebuttal  to anyone who has ever suggested that  Callaghan’s  reputation as  a  writer,
more specifically a stylist, was or is unfairly obscured by Hemingway’s. Metcalf thereby
discourages comparisons of  these writers  even though they,  together,  can teach us
something  about  the  literature  of  their  era.  He  furthermore  does  not  consider
figurative language as an aspect of style, which he limits (not necessarily wrongly) to
literal  diction,  syntax,  rhythm,  repetition,  and  tone.  He  does  interpret  figurative
language without identifying it as such, except as image or in other people’s quotations
(e.g., Callaghan’s and David Lodge’s). However, if style is a manner of expression, surely
figurative language should be examined too. Rather than debate with Metcalf directly
or re-tell tales of the boxing ring that others have already explained as well as need be,1
I am writing this essay to use an opportune re-uniting of Callaghan and Hemingway in
an anthology—Short Fiction and Critical Contexts (2010)—to explain their use of theatrical
metaphors as “truth claims” acceptable to themselves as modern realists. They thought
metaphor and symbol false and therefore detrimental to the trueness of their realism,
but they found in theatrical metaphors a way to contribute to a historically echoing
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dialogue  about  the  same  falseness  they  decried.  Because  the  story  of  metaphor  in
modern  realism  is  obviously  long,  with  exhaustive  examples  throughout  literary
criticism and prose fiction and other forms and genres, this essay offers only the short
version—in fact, only one short version drawn only from short fiction. 
2 Part  1  of  the  essay  surveys  different  scholarship  of  metaphor  and  realism to  help
situate Callaghan and Hemingway in the development of modern realism en route to
postmodernism.  The  scholarship  ranges  from  conceptual  refinements  in  recent
linguistics to moral questions from mid-century language philosophy as it relates to
realism, a combination that helps to explain how the specific type of metaphor in the
short fiction under consideration enables an ethical compromise between truth and
falsehood; “the history of modern literary realism is inseparably entwined with that of
philosophy” (Becker 18).  In part 2,  I  apply the surveyed scholarship to two of their
stories in much more literary detail than in this part. 
3 As the title of this two-part essay suggests, my purpose is theoretical and deliberately
suggestive: to invite new thinking about the conditions under which modern realists
would  have  used  metaphor—limited,  notably,  to only  two modern  realists,  even  if
Hemingway and Callaghan are taken as paradigmatic in their respective countries; and
to only two of their stories, neither of which is especially paradigmatic in itself. These
stories  are  starting  points,  and  their  implications  are  not  definitive.  Although
Callaghan’s  short  stories  were  the  keys  that  gained  him  entrance  to  Hemingway’s
community of  modernist  expats living in Paris  (their  friendship being another key,
which  dates  from  Hemingway’s  time  in  Canada  and  Europe  while  working  for  the
Toronto Star in 1920-1924), he and Hemingway still have relatively unexamined short
stories in the shadows of their more prominent novels. Callaghan’s best-known books
are his memoir of 1929, That Summer in Paris (1963), and the novels Such Is My Beloved
(1934), They Shall  Inherit the Earth (1935), and The Loved and Lost (1951)—the latter of
which won Canada’s  Governor  General’s  Award.  In  these  long fictions,  he  imagines
characters who struggle with the discrepancy between their often religious idealism
and their empirical reality. This theme he established in early short stories such as “A
Predicament” (1929), one of those that impressed the editor Max Perkins at Scribner’s
(Callaghan, That Summer 49), which would be Callaghan’s first publisher—a New York
publisher that  launched his  career.  Probably through Hemingway,  “A Predicament”
had reached Ezra Pound and had appeared in his Exile magazine (Sutherland 5), and
Perkins  wanted  it  too,  so  he  arranged for  permission  from Pound (Callaghan,  That
Summer 49).  A milestone for Callaghan,  it  has nevertheless been considered only in
passing. Similarly, “The Capital of the World” (1936) is “a largely neglected story in the
Hemingway canon” (Hoffman 90; see also Cooper 303), but also one that appears to be a
serious redress of his earlier playfulness, which Dewberry demonstrates, in blending
techniques of fiction into his journalism and thereby seeming skeptical about illusion-
reality boundaries.  Relatively ignored,  these thematically and biographically related
stories  are  an  opportunity  to  close  a  gap  in  scholarship  by  making  unexpected
connections between theories of realism and metaphor.
4 To start the inquiry with short fiction is apt, because it has some of the concision of
most poetry, the art form so associated with figurative language. Journalism, however,
would  be  just  as  appropriate.  As  one  result  of  space  constraints  in  journalism,
metaphor is surprisingly common therein, and the indirect type (to which I am drawing
attention in these stories) is used even more often in journalism than in fiction and
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conversation (Steen  et  al. 781,  783,  790).  Indeed,  according  to  Elizabeth  Dewberry,
Hemingway’s journalism is full of techniques of fiction, especially in his younger years,
but despite such plenitude Hemingway achieved “maximum effectiveness within the
least space” (Grebstein 1) in both his early stories and his journalism. Mark Schorer
explains  that  Hemingway’s  early  style  is  of  “ascetic  suppression  of  ornament  and
figure,” of “understatement,” and of “brevity” (qtd. in Grebstein 138). Callaghan’s style
meanwhile  is  a  “straightforward,  pared-down,  ‘journalistic’  style,  a  refined  and
extreme form of the ‘direct reportage’  method so important to the modern realists
generally”  (Hill  192).  Both he and Hemingway worked in their  earlier  short  fiction
through a journalistic method of using the fewest words,  but they are said to have
chosen  the  most  literal—erring,  as  many  in  the  history  of rhetoric  have  done,  by
assuming that metaphor is  “a sort of happy extra trick with words,  .  .  .  a  grace or
ornament or added power of language, not its constitutive form” (Richards 49; original
emphasis).2 Insofar  as  Callaghan’s  and  Hemingway’s  literary  styles  have  the
aforementioned “ascetic” qualities, they align with Thore Bjørnvig’s recent theory of
asceticism  as  an  activity  dependent  upon  the  “suspension”  (78)  of  metaphorical
thinking—the elimination of metaphor as if it were a dietary indulgence. Although in
fact  all  language  is  generative  and  broadly  metaphorical  (the  word  tongue  being  a
mental  replacement  for  the  thing  itself,  replacement  or  substitution  being  one
difference between metaphor and simile),  Callaghan and Hemingway disapproved of
“extra”  and  “added”  language  and meaning.  The  linguistic  economy of  their  short
fiction was a choice that forced them to say more with less—in other words, to use
figurative language to compensate for concision. 
5 Their shared role as skeptics toward figurative language is as historical as individual.
Some believe that “modernity [itself]  is antipoetical” (Guglielmi 217) because of the
increasing scientism of a global culture.  Figurative language in general came under
consideration alongside modern realism, modernism, and historical writing in Hayden
White’s Figural Realism (1999), which develops from Erich Auerbach’s Mimesis (1946). For
Auerbach, modern realism is writing that represents people convincingly in their time
and place and ordinary lives, and modernism “is still concerned to represent reality
realistically, and it still identifies reality with history. But the history that modernism
confronts is not the history envisaged by nineteenth-century realism” (White 41). Colin
Hill  explains  that  nineteenth-century  realism  was  seen  by  early  twentieth-century
modernists,  including modern realists,  as too romantic and idealistic (6,  8,  11).  The
attitude against idealism that Hill and White situate historically appears in Callaghan’s
“A  Predicament”  and  Hemingway’s  “The  Capital  of  the World”  as  an  ambivalence
toward  metaphor.  Hill’s  Modern  Realism  in  English-Canadian  Fiction (2012)  raises  the
question of what is modern about writing such as Callaghan’s, and one answer is this
ambivalence.3
6 Why use  metaphor,  then?  When figurative  language  is  compared  to  literal,  not  all
language is one or the other (Steen et al. 780). Heeding the cry of Raymond W. Gibbs et
al., who argue that “linguists, philosophers, and literary theorists must reexamine some
of their tacit notions about what constitutes literal meaning” (399), I refer generally to
three  kinds  of  literal  meaning.  When  Hemingway’s  and  Callaghan’s  characters  are
metaphors of writers, Hemingway’s and Callaghan’s theatrical metaphors have a degree
of “subject-matter literality, in which certain expressions are the usual ones to talk about
a  particular  topic”  (Gibbs  et  al. 388),  because theatrical  metaphors  of  the  writer  as
persona, for example, are some of “the usual ones” and serve as practical advice about
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writing.  Hemingway  and  Callaghan,  however,  are  simultaneously  contrasting  their
practical advice with the fictional results of the theatrical metaphor. In their imagined
worlds, their characters suffer the consequences of indulging in metaphorical thinking.
In Callaghan’s story, a priest pretends to be a bus driver to move a drunk man out of his
church, with guilt-inducing self-awareness about said indulgence. In Hemingway’s, two
boys pretending to be a bull and a bullfighter cause a fatal accident, not realizing that
metaphorical thinking could be as dangerous as the real world. When Hemingway and
Callaghan protest against figurative language, it is because they prefer (even though
they do not adhere to) “truth-conditional literality, or language that is capable of ‘fitting
the world’ (i.e., of referring to objectively existing objects or of being objectively true
or false”) and “conventional literality,  in which literal usage is contrasted with poetic
usage, exaggeration, embellishment, indirectness, and so on” (Gibbs et al. 388). They
like metaphor only when it resembles such literality.
7 Any creative  writer  also  has  the  alternatives  of  metonymy and  synecdoche,  which
could presumably be used with less  ambivalence.  Following Roman Jakobson,  David
Lodge in The Modes of Modern Writing (1977) states that realists prefer metonymy and
synecdoche (91-92), which unlike metaphor are in “a natural combination” (76) with
the things they describe. I would add that they also prefer simile, because of a crucial
difference: “all similes are true and most metaphors are false” (Davidson 41), and so the
quantity of simile in the work of Hemingway and Callaghan is mostly irrelevant to my
argument. So, in fact, is the quantity of metaphor, which can be found everywhere in
their work—but not with the neat, parallel theatricality of “A Predicament” and “The
Capital of the World.” However unnatural metaphor is, modern realists are arguably
drawn to theatrical metaphor because it gives them a critical distance from their own
writing—a perspective almost academic. Lodge notes that metaphor is comparable to
“metalanguage (which is what criticism is, language applied to an object language)”
(109). Although many creative writers such as Callaghan and Hemingway appear “to be
deeply suspicious of and hostile to academic criticism” (Lodge 110), “metalanguage” is
an irresistible fascination for modern realists that would later develop into the radical
skepticism toward language in poststructuralism and deconstruction. 
8 Thus, Hemingway and Callaghan’s attitude toward metaphor and realistic writing is
conveyed  through metaphor,  indirectly,  and  this  indirect mode  is  not  helpless  to
describe real things and situations realistically (White 51-52). Although their stories
here are not as self-reflexive as metafiction,4 they can easily be interpreted as fiction
about the creative process that can serve as practical advice to other writers, so their
metaphors  are  also  unexpectedly  pragmatic.  Callaghan’s  “A  Predicament”  and
Hemingway’s  “The Capital  of  the  World”  imply  that  metaphor  can be  allowed into
realism if it is the right type. Both stories are quasi-metafictional commentaries on the
perils of performance and make-believe—of leaving the real world for the world of the
imagination that  metaphor helps  to  create  and express.  Their  metaphors  are  more
specifically  theatrical  or  dramaturgical:  they  are  about  performance.  It  is  a  type  of
metaphor  or  conceit  that  serves  a  critical  purpose  by  calling  attention  to  its  own
metaphoricity—its own literal falseness and status as a construct. 
9 Using any metaphor is akin to writing fiction as John R. Searle describes it: “engaging
in  a  nondeceptive  pseudoperformance”  (325),  but  theatrical  metaphor  is  not  a
“thoroughly  conventional  metaphor”  (Culler  227)  of  the  “Richard  is  a  lion”  (Black,
“Metaphor” 281) type. Metaphor, like symbol, stands in for something else, but, unlike
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symbol and variants such as metonymy and synecdoche (or simile), it implies that two
things are identical. This totalizing effect is one reason why Jonathan Culler objects to
the concept of metaphor itself; it is reductive or “extremely limiting” (226). I think,
however,  that  the  potential  for  critical  awareness  in  theatrical  or  self-conscious
metaphor  embodies  “literature’s  resistance  to  metaphor,  resistance  to  replacement
operations” (Culler 229), because self-conscious metaphor acknowledges that a realist
wants critical distance. The potential of this metaphor depends to some extent on how
“live” or “dead” it is as a metaphor. If dead, it functions almost ideologically or as an
assumption and can thereby be deceptive, as Bjørnvig implies (81-83). If sufficiently
live, it is “engaging” in the sense that it keeps our wits about us; it keeps reality and
illusion apart.
10 Although one might consider this self-reflection on performance as close enough to
self-reflexivity to be a postmodern gesture, Hemingway’s and Callaghan’s paired stories
are lessons in the danger of mistaking illusion for reality, and neither writer endorses
their categorical breakdown as energetically as a postmodernist would. Self-reflexive
metaphors in the hands of postmodernists point to a different problem: “the dangerous
potential  of  metaphors to expose the ungrounded nature of  discourse” (Hayles 34).
Insofar as self-reflexivity must be an interrogation of selfhood, Richard Walsh-Bowers
shows that the dramaturgical metaphor of the postmodern self can be traced back to
the early twentieth-century sociologist R.E. Park and further to the late nineteenth-
century psychology of William James (662-63). Theatrical metaphors in general are at
least  as  old  as  strutting  and  fretting  upon  the  Shakespearean  stage.  From  one
perspective,  this  metaphor  is  now so  ordinary  as  to  be  banal:  “the  metaphor  of  a
theatrical performance has become part of our everyday thinking, particularly in the
sense of playing a role” (Alcock et al. qtd. in Walsh-Bowers 662).  From another, the
metaphor of  “playing a role” in all  our interactions is  dangerous when understood
literally, because actors on stage rarely need to worry about the consequences of their
“actions”  when  the  play—its  own  world  and  “worldtime”  (Walsh-Bowers  676-77)—
comes to an end.
11 Theatrical  metaphor  works  to  maintain  a  separation  of  illusion  and  reality,  in
remarkable  agreement  with  nineteenth-century  realism and  its  “dualistic  model  of
knowledge that sets up an opposition between the imaginary and the real” (Whiteley
217),  but  Hemingway  and  Callaghan  do  admit  a  partial  breakdown  of  the  related
categories of truth and falsehood. Their discourse of “truth” as opposed to “reality” is
partly a result of their careers in journalism, which was, at least at one time, a vocation
for  truth  seekers  and  fact  checkers.  Although  most  indirect  metaphor  is  used
unconsciously (Steen et al. 786) and is liable to bias and ideology, theatrical metaphor is
evidently self-conscious and deliberate, and so it “alerts addressees” (Steen et al. 787) to
its usage. It functions thereby as a sort of disclaimer, and this is why some metaphor is
an acceptable “truth claim” in modern realism: readers may assume it’s not an attempt
to interpellate and provoke an ideological compliance, or to deceive. However fictional
it obviously is, the metaphor is understood to be “true and false at once” (McKay); or it
is simply “true” as a familiar and accepted claim in the discourse around a subject, as
with  subject-matter  literality  (Gibbs  et  al. 388).  Simultaneously,  however,  the  self-
conscious metaphors of Hemingway and Callaghan describe regrettable situations—sins
and deaths—that reveal  their  ambivalent attitudes even toward the metaphors that
they are willing to use. 
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12 Ambivalent, yes, but not without a sense of humour. Their metaphors are funny at least
in the context of some theories of metaphor. The term metaphor comes from “the Greek
meta, ‘between’ and pherein, ‘to carry,’ this being the same root as our English ‘ferry’”
(McKay)—a  vehicle  that  carries  something  across  water.  This  etymology  can  be
understood as  a  rationale  for  I.A.  Richards’  conception of  metaphor  as  involving  a
vehicle that carries the meaning and a tenor that is the meaning (or destination) proper
(53). Both Callaghan and Hemingway use conveyance devices akin to ferries in their
stories. In “A Predicament” it is a bus, and in “The Capital of the World” it is a chair,
which is  an etymological  variant  of  chariot (OED).  Hemingway and Callaghan are so
reluctant to rely on figurative language that they even literalize the vehicles of their
metaphors. Their use of the bus and the chair as vehicles demonstrates a preference for
literal language even when figurative language is essential to their purposes. 
13 Although these examples suggest a lightheartedness in Callaghan’s and Hemingway’s
views of  metaphor,  their  association of  literalism with realism also relates  to  their
serious, specifically moral, concern about metaphor and lying, a concern shared with
philosophers of language. The philosophy of language has bearing on metaphor and
symbol partly because they transform or at least add a layer of meaning to a plain or
literal  word  or  statement,  and  they  thereby  introduce  an  element  of  chaos  into
language that can often be made to function in an orderly manner. Max Black claims, in
his “Metaphor” (1955) essay, for instance: “No doubt metaphors are dangerous” (294),
partly because they might be “tiresomely prolix or boringly explicit” (293), but mostly
because they can provoke cognitive slippages—or creative interpretations—that work
against rigorous logical thinking. 
14 Philosophers seek truth, and so do modern realists;  Black mentions the tradition of
philosophers who wonder if metaphorical statements can be true (“More” 455n) but
also states that no philosopher would ever bother to check the facts of a metaphorical
statement (455). In his memoir That Summer in Paris (1963), Callaghan asserts: “I’d be
damned if  the glory of  literature was in the metaphor.  .  .  .  Tell  the truth cleanly”
(11-12). Similarly, as Dewberry explains, 
as early as 1934 [Hemingway] had written,  “No history is  written honestly.  You
have to keep in touch with it at the time and you can depend on just as much as you
have actually seen and followed.” . . . If the truth is difficult to pinpoint, however,
its opposite does not seem to be, for throughout the dispatches Hemingway devotes
a  relatively  large  proportion  of  space  to  exposing  lies  and  inaccuracies.  For
example, referring to published reports in American papers that Nationalist troops
were expected to take Belchite [during the Spanish Civil  War in 1937],  he says:
“Such reporting would be laughable if it were not criminal lying.” 
15 Further, in the posthumous memoir A Moveable Feast (1964), Hemingway claims that in
times  of  self-doubt  he  used  to  tell  himself,  “All  you  have  to  do  is  write  one  true
sentence. Write the truest sentence that you know” (12). In accordance with a realist
tradition  that  George  J.  Becker  describes  in  Realism  in  Modern  Literature  (1980)  as
decrying  the  “transformation  of  ugly  fact  by  means  of  fancy  metaphor”  (80),  both
Callaghan and Hemingway sought truth and its morality: truth as journalistic fact, no
lie.5 
16 Interpreting metaphors literally “makes the metaphor-user look like a liar or deceiver”
(Black, “More” 434). Although we have the well-established idea from Philip Sidney’s
Defence of Poetry (1595) that a creative writer “nothing affirms, therefore never lieth”
because “to lie is to affirm that to be true which is false” (52), an idea that follows
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through  to  Coleridgean  suspension  of  disbelief,  Callaghan  would  seem  to  disagree.
Callaghan rhetorically asks, “Weren’t the consequences of fraudulent pretending plain
to anyone who would look around?”; he similarly complains of “the general fraud, the
escape  into  metaphor”  (That  Summer  12).  One  might  say  that  Callaghan’s  implied
conception of truth is too narrow, too fact-oriented,6 but in “The Plight of Canadian
Fiction” (1938), Callaghan uses the words honestly and honest three times on the first
page, and then three times in one sentence: “Not that it is enough, Lord knows, just to
be honest: you can be honest and terribly dull and have no creative imagination: but in
the trade, I understand, the agents and editors make this general distinction between
honest writers and writers who are just entertainers” (155). He cannot have a “creative
imagination” without being at least a little open to figurative language, but as someone
who was a journalist and later a commentator, Callaghan was concerned about how
fiction  handles  facts—honestly  or  dishonestly,  without  metaphor  or  with.  He  and
Hemingway  saw  figurative  language  as  a  potential  flight  of  fancy  in  the  opposite
direction—perhaps, in fact, a descent into fancy, with a moral dimension that is in itself
metaphorical,  as  with  the  conceptual  metaphor  good  is  up;  bad  is  down  (Lakoff  and
Johnson 16). 
17 In spite of all this imaginative potential, or because of its hubris, Hemingway appeared
defensive in agreeing that he used figurative language, especially that which calls for
explanation  by  critics.  Rédouane  Abouddahab  argues  that  Hemingway’s  work  is
distorted ideologically when critics approve of it as realistic and therefore explainable:
“Being tightly related to the external world, [his] fiction looks real and becomes hence
socially  useful” (“Introduction” 25).  Objecting to this  view, Abouddahab claims that
Hemingway’s realism is “taken for granted” (“Introduction” 26) and prefers to affirm
the mysteries of Hemingway’s symbolism (as I do too when mystery seems purposeful),
but Hemingway was not as affirmative. In 1958, asked in The Paris Review whether he
would “admit to there being symbolism in [his] novels,” Hemingway responded: 
I suppose there are symbols since critics keep finding them. If you do not mind I
dislike talking about them and being questioned about them. It is hard enough to
write  books  and  stories  without  being  asked  to  explain  them  as  well.  Also  it
deprives the explainers of work. If five or six or more good explainers can keep
going why should I interfere with them? Read anything I write for the pleasure of
reading it. Whatever else you find will be the measure of what you brought to the
reading. 
18 Presumably, he would like his “books and stories” to do the work of the “explainers”
and speak for themselves, and the metafictional nature of some of his writing enables
him  to  put  himself  in  the  role  of  critic  and  author  simultaneously—and  self-
consciously. He admits, however, that others have a stake in the meanings. If writing at
least one true sentence is  his project,  then arguably the “work” of arriving at true
sentences involves critics who contribute to explaining figures such as symbols in their
“reading[s].”  However  grudgingly,  but  I  think  sincerely,  Hemingway  also  seems  to
invite  other  critics  to  enjoy  doing  some  of  his  work,  even  if  the  “pleasure”  is  in
interpretation rather than creation. 
19 Hemingway’s recognition that symbolism and figurative language are related to the
work  of  explanation  has  been  extended  by  philosophers  such  as  Black,  who  even
suggests that metaphor can offer “insight into ‘how things are’” (“More” 434). Black
encourages  us  to  think  of  metaphors  as  we  do  of  charts,  maps,  graphs,  diagrams,
models,  and “‘realistic’  paintings,” which are “familiar cognitive devices for showing 
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‘how things are,’ devices that need not be perceived as mere substitutes for bundles of
statement of fact” (“More” 456, his emphasis). No navigator would ever complain about
a usable map by saying that it just isn’t the terrain. 
20 Following  Black,  consider  the  diagrammatic  explanation—and  metaphor—of  the
famous “iceberg theory” of Hemingway’s style. In it, meaning is more in the subtext
than  on  the  surface,  in  the  same  way  that  the  majority  of  an  iceberg  remains
submerged. “Hemingway’s iceberg theory . . . may have its beginnings in his realization
that he could tell stories that communicated truth about the world while leaving out
the basic information that wire reports would have provided” (Dewberry). The iceberg
theory is a theory of omission. Hemingway himself said of writing short stories that
“[i]f  you  leave  or  skip  something  because  you  do  not  know  it,  the  story  will  be
worthless. The test of any story is how very good the stuff is that you, not your editors,
omit” (“Art” 88). Metaphor too is arguably a technique of omission, often a technique
of  omitting  the  direct  explanation  while  allowing  the  latent  meaning  to  stay.  The
iceberg theory assumes that the submerged meaning can be found, even felt. Burton
Melnick does not mention the theory but indirectly explains the latent meanings of
Hemingway’s writing (specifically about fishing) in terms of the conceptual metaphor
of  the  mind  is  a  body  of  water,  a  metaphor  on  which  terms  such  as  “stream  of
consciousness”  and  “depth  psychology”  depend  (3,  5).  Coincidentally,  and  to  my
fascination, Black theorizes that the obvious part of a metaphor conceals, but is easily
seen to be connected to, a less obvious part: “every metaphor is the tip of a submerged
model” (“More” 445). The iceberg theory is similar to at least this theory of metaphor.
Metaphor does not merely express; through language, it helps to define and explain
many of our concepts and thinking, hence the category of cognitive metaphor. The mind
is a body of water is at work whenever we reflect on the stillness of our minds, or their
agitation. A deep thinker is someone whose mind/body of water has unusual dimensions.
These water-related metaphors are explanatory. One might call them “true” or “true to
life.” 
21 We have, then, some reason to think that writers such as Hemingway and Callaghan
could  justify  their  use  of  theatrical  metaphor  as  acceptably  true,  true  to  life,  or
realistic,  partly  because  such  realism  seemed  to  them  morally  correct  and  thus
pragmatically suitable to explaining how to live. Whether we can extend this moral
justification to metaphor in modern realism more generally is beyond the scope of this
essay or its sequel, but the metaphors of performance inherent in their justification
make sense as a precursor to the more blatant performativity of postmodern writing
and  culture.  Whereas  part  1  explained  that  Callaghan  and  Hemingway’s  modern
realism  involved  a  journalistic  concision  aligning  with  indirect  metaphor  and  the
potential  to  say more with less,  part  2  explains  the theatricality  of  metaphor as  it
becomes evident in close readings of “A Predicament” and “The Capital of the World.”
It will also specify the realism by considering psychological realism and biographical




22 In his suggestive essay entitled “White Mythology: Metaphor in the Text of Philosophy”
(1974),  Jacques  Derrida  claims  that  modern thinkers  such as  Sigmund Freud “were
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conscious  of  metaphorical  activity  in  theoretical  and  philosophical  discourse,  and
proposed or carried out a multiplication of conflicting metaphors in order to neutralize
or control their effect” (12). In turn, I propose to extend a similar claim to modern
realists—creative writers not long after the apex of the nineteenth-century novel who
were also “conscious” of metaphors in their field and were concerned “to neutralize or
control  their  effect.”  The  connection  between  the  “philosophical  discourse”  that
Derrida  mentions  and  the  fictional  discourse  of  modern  realists  is  not  arbitrary,
because  these  realists  were  preoccupied  with  the  truth  and  with  the  capacity  of
language to express it: philosophical concerns par excellence. This essay asks, briefly if
not simply, why do some writers worry about metaphor? What attitudes toward the
truth affect their use of metaphor? In what ways do they write both metaphorically and
truthfully? 
23 In the first part of this essay, I argued theoretically that, for some modern realists, self-
consciousness and theatricality are required to enable metaphor to express truth as
subject-matter  literality  does,  and  I  introduced  two  neglected  short  stories—Ernest
Hemingway’s  “The  Capital  of  the  World”  (1936)  and  Morley  Callaghan’s  “A
Predicament” (1929)—to contextualize the theory.7 In this part, the second and last, I
conduct a researched close reading of  these stories (that is,  one that does not rely
solely on my own observations), and I reflect on their use of metaphor. Their type of
metaphor is a type that works for them as a caveat. I call this type of metaphor self-
conscious and theatrical, and, both by drawing attention to metaphor and by placing
emphasis on its performative dimensions, it mitigates the concerns that realists have
with  the  falseness  of  metaphor.  Regarding (this)  metaphor’s  self-consciousness  and
theatricality and its partial resemblance to self-reflexivity in later writing, especially
postmodernism, I note that Jeffery Donaldson has a section heading that refers to “The
Theatre of the Mind” in his chapter on “The Evolution of Literature” in Missing Link: The
Evolution  of  Metaphor  and  the  Metaphor  of  Evolution  (2015).  Donaldson  theorizes  that
literature develops as “a series of cascades that renders the whole [of literature] more
vitally  interactive  and  self-reflexive”;  and  that  “[a]  literature  is  inhabited  by
increasingly ‘self-conscious’ conversations among its constituent works” (347). Without
overstating this speculation, I can imagine how modern realists were iterating these
self-reflexivities  and  self-consciousnesses  as  dynamics  that  postmodernists  would
select and replicate to a degree of subjectivity that would rankle their predecessors. As
such realists, Hemingway and Callaghan learned from the aftermath of a boxing match
in Paris, 1929, that rumour and apocrypha can circulate more widely than the truth.
They had learned to value truth, literality,  and an associated concision before that,
however, partly through their careers in journalism, which overlapped when they were
both at the Toronto Star when the excesses of the Roaring Twenties were beginning. The
journalistic realism in their short fiction was characterized, usually, by laconic writing
that suppressed the supposed excess of metaphor (Grebstein 138; Hill 192). Whether
their style was a reaction to the “roar” of their historical moment I leave to others to
discuss, but I will contextualize their style alongside attitudes to their contemporary
theatre. Callaghan and Hemingway were not writers whose faith in literalism depended
on a purely journalistic vocation; both attempted playwriting during their careers, and
partly through drama they skirt the problem of honesty and find an excuse for using
figurative language such as theatrical metaphor. 
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24 This tactic might be surprising; it seems too easy an excuse for a rigorous writer whose
persona depends in part on a tough insistence on principles of the craft. It might also
be surprising in the context of Martin Puchner’s explanation, in Stage Fright: Modernism,
Anti-Theatricality,  and Drama (2002),  of  a trend among modernist critics who reacted
against  Richard  Wagner  and  became averse  to  both  theatricality  and  mimesis—the
latter understood not as especially faithful realism but as highly gestural, mime-like
mimicry, which Theodor Adorno links “to mere imitation and ultimately to lying” (qtd.
in Puchner 35). Puchner states that “[r]eservations about the theatre and mimesis may
not define the entire gamut of modernist art and thought, but they constitute one of its
dominant  characteristics,  even  for  a  large  number  of  modernist  playwrights”  (32),
including Hemingway’s friend Gertrude Stein but with notable exceptions such as the
flamboyantly performative Oscar Wilde. Callaghan shares some of this anti-theatrical
bias; he claims to be “against all writers who wanted to become ‘characters,’” and he
denigrates  any  “clever”  writer  as  “simply  a  performer”  (That  Summer 12,  13).  The
modernist-critical view that some acting is true and some false (Puchner 49) is another
reason, along with metaphor, for his ambivalence.
25 Callaghan and Hemingway were not only occasional dramatists; they also use drama as
metaphor in some of their texts—in Hemingway’s case, for example, in his dialogue-
driven story “Today Is Friday” (1927) and his war novels, A Farewell to Arms (1929) and
For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940), where drama is a metaphor of war (Dick 198, 200) also
expressible  as  the  “theatre  of  war”  metaphor (Strychacz 11).  In  Hemingway’s  “The
Capital of the World,” the plot involves both dimensions of theatricality that Laurent
Lepaludier explains: “When the short story [as a form] refers or alludes to a play, the
nature of  its  theatricality is  then intertextual.  This  can be achieved either through
content (reference to a character, a situation, a scene belonging to a play) or through
the imitation of the form (through pastiche or parody, for instance)” (20-21). Although
“The  Capital  of  the  World”  does  not  refer  to  a  specific  play  as  far  as  I  know,  its
characters  imitate  actors  by  pretending  to  stage  a  bullfight,  and  the  irony  of  the
resulting violence can be read almost as “parody,” or at least satire. In Callaghan’s “A
Predicament,” the characters (one of them a priest) take on roles and act out a scene.
26 In Callaghan’s That Summer in Paris (1963), drama is a metaphor of recollection and,
arguably,  writing  (Perz  97).  According  to  Marianne  Perz,  That  Summer  in  Paris  is
dependent upon the “implicit metaphor” (98, 99) of recollection as drama—a metaphor
of stages, lighting and costume design, dramatis personae, scenes, and spectacle. When
Callaghan describes Hemingway’s increasing injuries during one of their three notable
boxing matches, Hemingway allegedly spat “blood at [him] with such theatrical scorn”
(qtd. in Perz 100). As Perz demonstrates, such metaphors abound in the memoir, and
they culminate in Callaghan’s beating of Hemingway—the punch that causes “a public
discrepancy over who ‘out-performed’ whom in the boxing ring” (111) and ruins the
Hemingway-Callaghan  friendship.  Perz  concludes  that,  “[b]y  using  stagecraft,
Callaghan has the power to distort or to enhance the truth about what and how events
took place during the summer of 1929” (114). Notably, he is able to turn a blind eye to
what has been called the “modernist ambivalence about the theatre” (Puchner 9), and
to renege a little on his commitment to truth, when his reputation might benefit from
drama, and drama as metaphor. 
27 A disdain for the “performer” alongside a chosen metaphor such as the “theatre of
war” also reveals the masculinity of their craft. Although gender is not central to this
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essay,  it  underlies  their  use  of  metaphor  in  the  two  stories  in  question,  whose
theatricality is  not only performative but also active.  Hemingway and Callaghan are
writers  who often  want  a  simple  language  of  action and reaction—in Hemingway’s
words, “what really happened in action; . . . the real thing” (qtd. in Grebstein 140)—a
language with predictable correspondences with the real world. This language is a way
to turn drama toward action-oriented plots that compensate for any femininity that
could  be  imagined  in  metaphor  (this  imagination  being  an  association  between
metaphor,  poetry,  and  women,  given  the  likelihood  that  most  students  in  the
Anglophone  Western  world  learned  poetry  from  women  in  the  classroom).  The
Hemingway-Callaghan relationship is symbolically a father-son relationship that can be
read into “The Capital of the World” and “A Predicament,” one that has the potential to
involve an inheritance of status (see Deshaye, “Celebrity”), and that has an Oedipal (and
Bloomean)  dimension  of  influence,  instigation,  misreading,  defence,  and  even
resentment about threatened patriarchal authority. 
28 In Callaghan’s “A Predicament,” metaphor seems to instigate a drama that shifts the
priest’s—the Father’s—focus from a woman to a man. The first indication that a fantasy
akin to metaphor is at work is when Father Francis turns his attention from the woman
on the one side of the confessional to the drunk man on the other. When this man
declares his intention to “get off at the corner” ahead, “Father Francis sat up straight”
(95),  suddenly paying special  attention.  He detects “a strong smell  of  whiskey” and
“nervously slid the panel back into position. As the panel slid into place he knew it
sounded like the closing of doors on a bus” (95). The keyword here is “like the closing of
doors on a bus.” Technically, it is a simile, but similes often begin as such and then
develop into metaphors. Crucially, to Father Francis the sound elicits a simile, but the
drunk man is in no state to discern between a sound like that of a bus and the sounds of
the bus itself. To the drunk man—though not to his knowledge—metaphor is at work;
illusion is at play. If the confessional is a bus, then the priest is the driver, and the
cathedral  is  perhaps  one  stop  on  the  route.  The  priest’s  role as  driver  and  his
recognition of the illusion suggest that he is authorial, and although his improvisation
—“Step lively there; this is King and Yonge”—suggests that he is an actor in a play, he
could be interpreted as a playwright in the process of writing. A Catholic church is a
site of pageantry, and his role as a priest gives him an authority linked to authors such
as Callaghan (and Hemingway, who said that “the writer is like a priest” [Callaghan,
That Summer 22]) in addition to Jesus as God in the flesh. And yet his lack of ambition to
help the drunk man with his obviously serious problem suggests the diminishing power
of priests—maybe authors too—to play a role in society, a society in which a church is
only one stop on a generally secular journey. 
29 Drama depends so much on voice, and Callaghan’s realism falters at times because of
his misuse in this scene of the drunk man’s vernacular speech, but it also reveals subtle
differences between the social realism of speech and the modern realism of psychology.
Fraser Sutherland gives Callaghan a pass by agreeing with George Woodcock’s opinion
that  Callaghan’s  “realistic  theories  .  .  .  have never  really  dominated his  essentially
moralistic  novels”  (qtd.  in  Sutherland  101).  Perhaps  for  this  reason,  or  because
Callaghan  was  the  uneven  writer  that  John  Metcalf  insists  he  was,  Callaghan’s
representation of voice and dialogue is not always convincing or transparent, despite
the fact that “Callaghan’s entire method is built upon his explicit belief that modern
writing  ought  to  be based  in  contemporary  speech  patterns”  (Hill  194).  In  “A
Predicament,”  Callaghan  risks  an  unrealistic  plot—a  drunkard  sits  down  in  the
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confessional and mistakes it for a bus—and he attempts to increase the believability
with the drunkard’s badly imagined vernacular: “I wanna get off at the corner of King
and Yonge Street. . . . Cancha hear me, wasamatter, I wanna get off at King and Yonge”
(95).  Despite the limitations of Callaghan’s work here—e.g.,  the over-use of demotic
contractions and the headlong pacing of the demands—the priest’s resulting dilemma is
perfectly believable, partly because he is “the youngest priest at the cathedral” (94) and
therefore has responsibility but not experience, and partly because Callaghan does not
overplay the drama, which is understated and surprisingly banal given the plot.8 
30 The “moral force” (Sutherland 37) of Callaghan’s writing, and its salvage of his realism,
is partly in his realism’s psychological quality. Hill argues that psychological realism is
“the central  aim” of  the modern realists,  and “some of the more vexing aspects of
[Callaghan’s]  writing—moralism,  didacticism,  melodrama,  artlessness—are  not  the
result  of  artistic  indifference  or  incompetence  but  of  his  unconventional  efforts  to
unite  two  competing  ideals  in  modern  fiction:  impersonality  and  psychological
realism” (202). A Freudian realism will not necessarily agree with a Newtonian realism,
and  yet  Callaghan  attempts  both.  The  unrealistic  plot  of  “A  Predicament”  is  an
experiment in psychological realism; a drunk man in a church, though not an ordinary
occurrence  (I  should  think),  is  a  brilliant  premise  for  realizing  how  fantasy  and
morality do interact. 
31 So, Father Francis vacillates twice in the story, finally overcoming what might be called
his  performance  anxiety  as  someone  required  to  improvise  a  solution.  The  first
example is when the woman confesses to lying. The priest initially relativizes by saying,
“Some lies are more serious than others,” but when she follows his lead and downplays
them as “white lies,” he recants almost immediately and calls them “lies, lies, lies just
the same” (95). The second example is when he responds to the drunk man. At first he
tries to assert his authority and to hint that he is not a bus driver but a priest: “Yes, my
son,”  he  says  “deliberately”  (96)  to  the  man.  When  the  “confessor”  repeats  his
destination,  Father Francis  says,  “You better  go,  you’ve got  no business  here” (96).
Then the drunk man starts “getting ugly” (96), and Father Francis closes the panel, the
sound “[putting] an idea into his head” (96): play along. Pretend. John Searle explains: 
In one sense of “pretend,” to pretend to be or to do something that one is not doing
is to engage in a form of deception, but in the second sense of “pretend,” to pretend
to do or be something is to engage in a performance which is as if one were doing or
being the thing and is without any intent to deceive. (324)
32 The two senses in this explanation account for both sides of Father Francis’s vacillation.
The priest wants to avoid “deception,” and his “intent” is not primarily to deceive but
to avoid the potential disruption of the peace of the cathedral. The deceit is secondary;
in fact,  the drunk man is  already deceived,  and so the priest  is  arguably less guilty
because  he  merely  furthered  the  deception.  His  improvisation  here  solves  his
immediate  problem,  but  not  before  revealing how apt  he  is  to  change his  mind in
worrying about pretending.
33 The moral force of Callaghan’s writing is applied when the priest decides to play along
to expel the drunk man from the church: “Step lively there; this is King and Yonge. Do
you want to go past your stop?” (96). It leads to, and might be inseparable from, a moral
dilemma. Father Francis later regrets having chided a confessor for her “lies, lies, lies”
moments before he himself had “descended into artifice in the confessional to save
himself from embarrassment” (96). Almost anyone would feel a little guilt after having
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taken advantage of someone’s drunkenness,  and here it  would be only a little guilt,
because the benefit of the deceit was simply to encourage the man to go where he
wanted.  The  metaphor  of  the  confessional  as  bus,  however,  suggests  the  priest’s
unconscious feeling: not merely to encourage the drunk man, but to drive him away,
which seems out of character for Father Francis unless we think of him in that sense as
a driver—and of his own drives. The priest’s decision to help the drunk man to think
that  he  is  getting  what  he  wants  is  a  curious  example  of  René  Girard’s  theory  of
mimetic desire.  By deciding to “help” him, the priest mimics or imitates the drunk
man’s  desire,  which  is  to  ride  the  bus  to  some  other  place.  Arguably,  the  priest’s
seemingly unnecessary final desire—to “tell the bishop” (96) and confess—is the result
of an unconscious desire to leave the church in the figurative sense of quitting his
vocation and indulging his  other desires,  as his  counterpart does with alcohol.  The
temptation is like Christ’s. So facile as to be joking but at least partly serious, Girard
claims that  “[m]imetic  desire  is  a  realistic  theory  of  why human beings  cannot  be
realists” (251)—in other words, a psychologically accurate explanation of competing
but  also  transferable  wants  that,  when  entangled,  can  prevent  us  from  behaving
reasonably  toward  reality.  In  Callaghan’s  story,  the  realism  he  achieves  is  not  in
vernacular  but  in  the  guilt  represented  and  explained  psychologically  through
metaphor. The realism depends partly on this crucially even-handed perspective on
guilt resulting from make-believe.
34 This  moral  quandary  offers  insight  into  Callaghan’s  ideal  writer  and  his  image  of
himself at the end of the story. If the priest is to some extent a stand-in for Callaghan
or  Hemingway,  his  vacillations  might  be  evidence  of  their  own  wavering  and
ambivalent views of metaphor. Father Francis ultimately considers the need to “tell the
bishop” and confess the “sin” of misrepresentation, of indulging in fiction, and perhaps
even of  doubt.  The  narrator,  a  close  third-person narrator  who shares  the  priest’s
thoughts, says that the priest “had gone too far, forgotten himself in the confessional”
(96).  Then  comes  the  line  already  quoted:  “He  had  descended  into  artifice  in  the
confessional  to  save  himself  from embarrassment.”  What  sort  of  writer  would  feel
“embarrassment” at having indulged in “artifice”? Callaghan implies here that his own
journalistic identity and self-respect depended on telling the truth, and he seems to
prefer that lies—whether nondeceptive and pseudoperformative or not—are lies “just
the same,” all  equally  “serious.”  Searle,  who uses “serious” in an idiosyncratic  and
inversely related sense, would of course disagree, as would most of the scholars who
comment on metaphor.  And,  of  course,  Callaghan himself  was  almost  certainly  not
going to confession after writing each of his short stories, novels, and plays. He was
pragmatic first but idealistic nevertheless. 
35 The same could be said of Hemingway and his sense of self. In Hemingway’s Theaters of
Masculinity (2003),  Thomas  Strychacz  observes  that  “nothing  has  been  more
characteristic of Hemingway scholarship than its reliance on biographical material in
order  to  mediate  aesthetic  and  philosophical  problems  in  his  work”  (2).  These
“problems” as I see them are the paradoxes of metaphor in modern realism, but they
engender their  own problems of  biographical  fallacy and confusion of  persona and
person,  which  Rédouane  Abouddahab  correctly  refers  to  as  a  “damaging”
(“Introduction” 15)  result  of  literary criticism.  Nevertheless,  Strychacz accepts  that
Hemingway invites such readings (4), and I do too, cautiously, with this essay’s two
stories. In a related argument, Timo Müller claims that “Hemingway is symbolically
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killing off his inauthentic self” (38) in “The Snows of Kilimanjaro” (1936, 1938), a claim
that might, on the one hand, apply similarly to “The Capital of the World.”
36 On the other, a biographical reading creates an additional interesting relationship to
Callaghan’s “A Predicament.” Implicit in Callaghan’s notion of truth is a moral to every
story: a humanistic Catholicism underlies almost all his texts, and for Hemingway, too,
there is such a thing as “moral courage” (Sutherland 39) or a “‘moral’ style” (Grebstein
138) in his writing.9 When Callaghan reflected on his early days with Hemingway in
Toronto, he recalled Hemingway’s saying “such things as, ‘A writer is like a priest. He
has to have the same feeling about his work’” (That Summer 22). This remark leads me
to entertain the possibility that Callaghan had himself or Hemingway in mind in the
character of Father Francis in “A Predicament,” because around that time he thought
of Hemingway as “a bishop” (That Summer 24)—a figure of authority and guidance in
matters of writing and publishing. Priests for them were both tenors and vehicles of
metaphor; in a religious interpretation of “The Capital of the World,” the bullfighters
“constitute a ‘priesthood’” (McAleer 2). Other characters signal Christ. In “The Capital
of  the  World,”  the  young  bullfighting  enthusiast,  Paco,  sustains  beneath  his  rib  a
wound like that of Christ (McAleer 3) after foolishly enlisting a friend, Enrique, to play
the  role  of  a  bull  charging  with  a  chair  equipped  with  knives  as  horns;  in  “A
Predicament,” a young priest, Father Francis, finds in the confessional an anonymous
drunkard who believes himself to be on a bus, thereby forcing the priest to choose
between creating a scene or telling a white lie to prompt the drunk man to “disembark”
quietly. The metaphors of Paco and Father Francis as Christ-figures, a figuration that is
everywhere cliché, are unconventional only because they are also symbols of the writer
(symbolism  being  the  wide  open  umbrella  which  shelters  all  figurative  language),
himself  not  merely  a  “priest,”  not  even  a  “bishop,”  but  a  god  who  must  take
responsibility  for  creating  worlds  and  using  acts  of  language  as  if  miraculously.
Interpreting these characters as  symbols  of  the writer can lead to the biographical
readings that Strychacz and Abouddahab mention.
37 The one-to-one combat in “The Capital of the World” might also remind one of the
Hemingway-Callaghan boxing match. In “The Capital of the World,” the young Paco
dies at the hands of Enrique, who is playing the role of the bull, having tied knives to
the legs of a chair that pierce Paco’s side during a charge. Yet the role-playing had been
Enrique’s suggestion: “I will bind these to the legs of a chair. Then I will play bull for
you with the chair held before my head. The knives are the horns. If you make those
passes  then  they  mean  something”  (105).  Notably,  Enrique  is  using  metaphor  self-
consciously: “The knives are the horns,” he says in an explicit  metaphor,  and each
dodged attack will “mean something.” His calling attention to meaning is a both self-
conscious and authorial technique, and of course the biographical interpretation relies
on the similarity of the names Ernest and Enrique. Hemingway might well have imagined
himself  as  the  one  to  initiate  a  performance  delivered  by  someone  younger,  more
eager,  and more naive—perhaps Callaghan, but possibly anyone similar.  As Enrique,
Hemingway survives the performance, but his competitor does not. The fact that both
Enrique and Paco can be interpreted as stand-ins for the author suggests,  too,  that
Hemingway survives the performance but a part of himself does not, whether that part is
a  friend  or  another  aspect  of  himself.  One  implication  is  that  metaphor  and
performance are deadly meaningful to the self.10 
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38 “The Capital of the World” depends on a critical moment when the performance and its
props  are  carried  over,  through  metaphor,  from  the  realm  of  artifice  to  reality.
Abouddahab comments  on  Hemingway’s  bullfighting  tales,  suggesting  that  in  them
“l’accord entre sujet et expression est trouvé” (L’écriture 13), producing the simplicity
of “[l]e réel de la mort violente” (L’écriture 14).  In “The Capital of the World,” “[l]a
codification du récit réaliste (l’illusion de la réalité) est ainsi intégrée dans son monde
diégétique” (L’écriture 51). In contrast with themes of simplicity and truth or reality
(insofar  as  they  are  commensurable),  Müller  observes  that  in  “The  Snows  of
Kilimanjaro”  the  writer  Harry  resorts  “to  ornamentation  and  embellishment”  as
“stylistic strategies” (39) akin to lies. He also notices that Hemingway uses “dazzlingly
realistic language” to tell “the most authentically described experience in the story”—
and this story “isn’t real” (Müller 39). Realism can, ironically, show lies or falsehoods or
fictions as if they were true. This showing, or this irony, is a crucial function of realism
that distinguishes it from reality, if realism is the production of convincing illusions,
and  reality is  understood  to  be  the  world  known  with  little  or  no  mediation.  The
stabbing is a reminder of this reality. It is unmediated physical interaction: “Running
with head down Enrique came toward him and Paco swung the apron just ahead of the
knife blade as it passed close in front of his belly and as it went by it was, to him, the
real horn . . . ” (106). A “horn” and “knife” have the same consequence on the next pass
when the blade “slipped in” to Paco’s “lower abdomen” (106). As in “A Predicament,”
one of the characters gets no help from the other in distinguishing the “real” thing
from the illusion. Thus, Hemingway’s story is “a young man’s confrontation with the
real world” (Cooper 308). Applying a term from Roland Barthes, Abouddahab explains
that “the story stages a mimetic bullfight that leads to ‘real’ death, creating thanks to
this structural embedding a powerful ‘real effect’” (“Introduction” 24, n13). Stephen
Cooper notes that  “[Paco’s]  situation is  extremely ironic  because he faces a  violent
illusion of reality—Enrique pretending to be a bull with a chair and a pair of knives—
and it kills him” (308). 
39 Although Emily Hoffman finds at least a few critics who blame Paco for his own death,
she argues that “he dies because he has no one with experience to dispel his illusions
about the bullfight and teach him a more adequate approach to craft” (91). Partly for
this reason, “The Capital of the World” suits “A Predicament” so well, and of course
both stories also refer to the “craft” of theatre and its play of masks. Both stories lack
figures  of  wisdom  who  dispel  illusion,  and  Callaghan’s  priest  even  chooses  to
perpetuate  an  illusion  to  reduce  other  risks.  Hoffman  develops  her  view  from
modernist scholarship that relates modernist writing to the tradition of bullfighting,
which involves masters and apprentices whose relationships preserve the craft (92);
bishops and priests have a similar hierarchy. So do fathers and sons. “The Capital of the
World” begins with an anecdote about a father who got responses from dozens of men
named Paco after appealing for the forgiveness of his estranged son, also named Paco,
in a newspaper ad. Hoffman notes that the anecdote is “deceptively lighthearted” (93)
but signifies the absence of father figures. In Callaghan’s “A Predicament,” the father
figure is the priest who refuses to reorient his lost drunken “son” except in the most
literal of ways. Although Paco has in Enrique a friend of his age and “a credible source
of advice” (Hoffman 98), Enrique has no fatherly authority to persuade Paco not to take
the dare. Hemingway writes that “this Paco . .  .  had no father to forgive him” (98).
When Paco suffers his fatal wound, he calls for a priest who never comes. Both “sons”
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are abandoned by priests who also serve as fathers, and these sons suffer from a lack of
paternal experience that could demarcate the stage from the world. 
40 We can extrapolate from Hemingway’s “The Capital of the World” and Callaghan’s “A
Predicament” a deeply felt and thought anxiety11 about performance and metaphor,
one that is relieved when they combine in theatrical metaphor, and one that manifests
itself partly in ambivalent representations of fantasy and make-believe. Although their
use of metaphor could be described as hypocritical rather than ambivalent, it must be
emphasized  that  metaphor  and  symbol  are  not  optional  in  literature.  They  use
metaphor because it is inevitable, not because they want to—or they want to use it
theatrically and self-consciously as a critique of metaphor, metaphorical writing, and
performance. Self-conscious metaphor adds a critical truth to a literally false way of
thinking and manner of expression. Other metaphor impinges too much upon their
sense of self.  Although a degree of artistic mastery and control over the self  might
result from conscious manipulation of figurative language, another possibility is that
they communicate less transparently with their readers and thereby attract readers
willing  to  think  philosophically,  with  them,  about  reading  and  writing.  Neither
Hemingway  nor  Callaghan  was  a  philosopher  of  language,  but  these  stories
demonstrate  their  sensitivity  to  dilemmas  that  philosophers  were  only  starting  to
explain theoretically a generation later in studies of metaphor and truth in fiction.
This,  then,  is  one  short  story  of  metaphor  in  modern  realism:  that  writers  made
considered choices to use figurative language in ways that reveal their attitudes toward
major problems of modern art: representation, truth, and the possibility of living and
dying as Hemingway’s Paco does, “full of illusions” (107).
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NOTES
1. See,  for  examples,  Mitchell  (20-21),  Nakjavani  (60-62),  Perz  (111),  Sutherland  (20-22)  and
Callaghan, That Sumer (205-13, 235-49).
2. Rédouane Abouddahab claims that “Nick Adams is never described . . . Hemingway avoids thus
the limitations of realistic discourse and heightens the poetic and symbolic potentialities of his
narratives”  (“Introduction”  20;  original  emphasis).  Although  Abouddahab  minimizes
Hemingway’s  realism,  the  lack  of  description  noted  here  is  another  sign  of  a  concision
appreciated  by  modern realists—one that  also,  as  Abouddahab argues,  increases  “poetic  and
symbolic potentialities.”
3. For an oblique history of such ambivalence, see Bauman. See also Puchner for explanations of
this ambivalence in the context of theatre.
4. Hemingway approached metafiction more directly elsewhere, such as in the posthumous The
Garden of Eden (1986) and in the memoir Green Hills of Africa (1935). His character Nick Adams also
considers  symbolism  in  “The  Three-Day  Blow.”  Callaghan’s  metafiction  is  also  somewhat
autobiographical, for instance in A Fine and Private Place (1975) and A Wild Old Man on the Road
(1988).
5. One of Hemingway and Callaghan’s contemporaries, D.H. Lawrence, thought that the form of
the novel was moral progress because “it won’t let you tell didactic lies” (qtd. in Diamond 167; his
emphasis).  Although such a statement invites skepticism, Cora Diamond suggests that it  also
challenges moral philosophers to consider the relevance of “particular forms, particular kinds of
novel, styles of narration and the like” (167) in their philosophy, and this consideration might
further provoke readers coming to this essay for its links between philosophy and literature.
6. For a  more detailed explanation of  Callaghan’s  attempt to be factual  in his  style,  see Hill
(193-94).
7. For insight into theatricality in the form of the short story in general, see The Journal of the
Short  Story  in  English 51,  a  special issue  on  this  topic,  specifically  about  stories  that  inspire
discussion “about theatricality as metaphor, and on the recurrent overlapping of the concepts of
performance and theatricality” (Lepaludier and Ryan-Sautour 13).
8. Arguably, the drama is not only understated but underdeveloped. “A Predicament” is only a
few pages long, and it corroborates Laurent Lepaludier’s remark that “[t]he very brevity of the
short story [in general] often confines the theatrical potentials of the short story to the sketch”
(20). In a different way, Hemingway’s “The Capital of the World” is a “sketch” because it is, in
effect, a rehearsal, one in which the plan of action is still so new and improvised that it is bungled,
leading to the death of one of the “actors.”
9. From a less technical perspective that mine, George Lukács considers the broadly moral and
ideological concerns of modernist writing in Realism in Our Time (1962), a book that reflects some
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of Callaghan’s worries about class struggle and the potential for literature to be a moral agent
through the realistic depiction of society.
10. For more on the threat of metaphor to selfhood, see The Metaphor of Celebrity (2013), my book
on theories of metaphor and Canadian poetry from the latter half of the twentieth century.
11. Their anxiety might be more visceral than I have space to explain here. Hemingway’s anxiety
about metaphor, for example, likely comes partly from his association of abstraction in modern
art—cubism in particular—to wartime and his aerial  views of the trenches (Saint-Amour 349,
353).  Both  Robert  Morris  and  Jonathan  Harris  similarly  name  anxiety  about  metaphor  as  a
concern of modern art (Morris 340; Harris 92). 
ABSTRACTS
Cet essai en deux parties considère l’utilisation de métaphores conscientes et théâtrales comme
des  « revendications  de  vérité »  acceptables  pour  des  réalistes  modernes  tels  que  l’écrivain
américain Ernest Hemingway et son ami et collègue canadien Morley Callaghan. Il rappelle les
distinctions  conceptuelles  récentes  en  linguistique  ainsi  que  les  questions  morales  de  la
philosophie du langage au milieu du siècle dernier en lien avec le réalisme. Cette combinaison
permet d’expliquer comment le type spécifique de métaphore utilisé dans les textes brefs étudiés
ici  introduit  un compromis éthique entre vérité et  mensonge.  Pourquoi  certains écrivains se
préoccupent-ils  de  la  métaphore ?  Quelles  attitudes  à  l’égard  de  la  vérité  influent  sur  leur
utilisation de la métaphore ? De quelles mesures écrivent-ils métaphoriquement et
honnêtement ?  « The  Capital  of  the  World »  d’Hemingway  (1936)  et  « A  Predicament »  de
Callaghan (1929) contiennent des métaphores dont les dimensions performatives atténuent les
préoccupations des réalistes quant à la fausseté de la métaphore.
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